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We investigate the prospects for heavy charged Higgs boson production through the mechanisms pp¯ (pp)
→H6tb1X at the upgraded Fermilab Tevatron and at the upcoming LHC at CERN, respectively. We focus on
the minimal supersymmetric standard model case and include the leading quantum corrections at high tan b . A
detailed study is performed for all important production modes and basic background processes for the t t¯bb¯
signature. At the upgraded Tevatron a charged Higgs signal is potentially viable in the 220–250 GeV range or
excluded at 95% C.L. up to 300 GeV. At the LHC, a H6 of mass up to 800 GeV can be discovered at 5s or
else be excluded up to a mass of ;1.5 TeV. The presence of SUSY quantum effects may highly influence the
discovery potential in both machines and can typically shift these limits by 200 GeV at the LHC.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.65.031701 PACS number~s!: 12.60.Jv, 12.60.Fr, 13.85.Ni, 14.80.CpAlthough the standard model ~SM! is a highly successful
theory its theoretical structure relies on the Higgs mecha-
nism, which still lacks direct experimental verification. The
last results from the CERN e1e2 collider LEP, suggesting a
light neutral Higgs boson of about 115 GeV @1#, are encour-
aging, but we will have to wait for the news from the up-
graded Fermilab Tevatron or from the upcoming Large Had-
ron Collider at CERN to see if this result is either confirmed
or dismissed. For intermediate masses above the LEP limit
and below 180 GeV there is a chance for the Tevatron, but
for higher masses up to 1TeV one needs the LHC. However,
even if a neutral Higgs boson is discovered, the principal
question will stand immutable at the forefront of elementary
particle research: is the minimal SM realized in nature or
does a model beyond the SM exist with an extended Higgs
sector? In most of these extensions @2#, the physical spec-
trum contains neutral Higgs particles and some of them may
mimic the SM one. But in general they also involve charged
Higgs bosons H6, and this introduces an obvious distinctive
feature. In this Rapid Communication we report on the main
results from a dedicated study of the H6 production in asso-
ciation with the top quark in hadron colliders. We restrict our
analysis to the Higgs sector of the minimal supersymmetric
standard model ~MSSM! with special emphasis on the role
played by the SUSY radiative corrections. This is a timely
issue, given the fact that the Tevatron run II is presently
running. Furthermore, the subject should also be of interest
for the LHC, which is the main hadron collider around the
corner.
The relevant mechanisms on which we will concentrate,
pp¯ ~pp !→H6tb1X ~Tevatron!~LHC!, ~1!
are long known to be the leading ones for H6 production at
high tan b @3#. They constitute the charged counterpart of the
process pp¯ (pp)→Ht t¯1X for associated Higgs boson pro-0556-2821/2002/65~3!/031701~5!/$20.00 65 0317duction in the SM @4#—recently reexamined in @5# for the
Tevatron—and of pp¯ (pp)→ht t¯1X for neutral MSSM
Higgs boson production h5h0,H0,A0 @2# at the Tevatron
and the LHC @6#. While the study of Eq. ~1! has been further
addressed in the literature @7#, to the best of our knowledge
all the works on this subject—except a first estimation in
@8#—do stick to a tree-level computation without including
MSSM quantum effects, in spite of the fact that some of
them explicitly admit that the sort of charged Higgs boson
they are dealing with is of the MSSM type. Therefore, they
are unavoidably affected by some drawbacks. In the present
work we have implemented several additional features which
improve in a substantial manner our knowledge on the real
capability for the mechanisms ~1! to produce a charged
Higgs boson or to put limits on its mass within the MSSM.
First, we include the leading SUSY radiative corrections
~both strong and electroweak! along with an analysis of the
off-shell effects. Second, we perform a beyond-the-parton-
level simulation of events, which includes the toy-detector
simulation, jet fragmentation, and initial and final radiation
effects. Third, we include a proper kinematical analysis of
the gg→H1 t¯b and gb¯→H1 t¯ subprocesses. While the stan-
dard recipe to remove the overlap between these two ampli-
tudes is well known at the level of total cross-sections @10#,
the correct combination of the differential distributions, as it
is presented here, is a novel feature that follows the method
based on Ref. @11#.
A realistic study of charged Higgs boson physics cannot
be accomplished without including the information provided
by radiative corrections. These are not only potentially large
in the computation of the MSSM Higgs boson masses them-
selves but also in the interaction vertices and self-energies of
given processes, particularly in the decay of the top quark
into charged Higgs bosons and for the hadronic decays of the
MSSM Higgs bosons @12,13#.©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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have the conventional QCD effects. They are unknown at
present, and they are usually parametrized in terms of a K
factor @7#. We shall follow this practice here, but we wish to
remark that two independent calculations on the cross-
section for the companion SM process pp¯ (pp)→Ht t¯1X at
the next-to-leading order ~NLO! in QCD have appeared very
recently in the literature @14#. The result is that at the Teva-
tron the NLO effects for SM Higgs production are negative,
and can be approximately described by a K factor ranging
between 0.8–1, whereas at the LHC they are positive and the
K factor lies between 1.2–1.4 depending on the scale. This is
in agreement with early expectations within the effective
Higgs approximation ~EHA! @15#. As we have said, the cor-
responding calculation for the charged Higgs production pro-
cess under study is not available, and moreover the EHA is
not valid here because the bottom quark is lighter than the
Higgs boson. Nevertheless, in contrast to the Ht t¯ production
case in the SM, we can foresee a large K factor for process
~1! at both the Tevatron and the LHC. This expectation is
based on standard facts on heavy quark production at hadron
colliders @16#, in particular on bottom quark production, in
combination with the known QCD results on neutral Higgs
production in e1e2 annihilation @17#. Indeed, while in the
SM process pp¯ (pp)→Ht t¯1X the initial state is largely
dominated by qq¯ annihilation ~due to the heavy top quarks in
the final state! the situation in process ~1! is very different.
Here the presence of a much lighter quark in the final state
~the bottom quark! causes the gg fusion partonic mode, in
combination with the gb¯ initiated amplitude, to be of com-
parable importance ~for the Tevatron! or even highly domi-
nant ~at the LHC!. We have numerically checked these facts.
As a consequence, large NLO effects are expected in the
process ~1! from general arguments on inclusive b produc-
tion @16#. Moreover, the renormalization of the Higgs
Yukawa coupling H6tb in the final state is connected to the
renormalization of the quark masses. Therefore, as in e1e2
FIG. 1. Tree-level cross-sections ~1! versus M H6 at the Tevatron
run II (2 TeV) and LHC (14 TeV) for tan b550. We used the
pole masses mt5175 GeV, mb54.6 GeV.03170→hb¯b @17#, one absorbs the large ~negative! QCD effects of
the final state into the running quark masses. After that the
resummation of the collinear mass singularities in the initial
state, potentially represented by large logarithms of the type
ln(MH6 /mb)—having no counterpart in the SM case—leads
one to typically expect K51.5–2 for the corresponding
QCD corrections at the the NLO @18#.
On the other hand, the supersymmetric quantum effects
~from squarks, gluinos, and charginos! can also be very im-
portant for the processes ~1!. We have explicitly computed
the leading effects, and included also the virtual contribu-
tions from the MSSM Higgs bosons. At very large values of
tan b , the SUSY radiative effects can play an important role
in increasing the reach of the Tevatron and the LHC for the
charged SUSY Higgs search. Furthermore, the SUSY effects
are essential to identify the charged Higgs boson as poten-
tially being a member of the Higgs sector of the MSSM.
In Fig. 1 we present the tree-level signal cross sections as
a function of M H6 for the LHC and Tevatron colliders. Next
in Fig. 2 a rich variety of SUSY effects is exhibited, as a
function of tan b , for the various sets of MSSM parameters
indicated in Table I. We have parametrized these NLO SUSY
effects in terms of a SUSY K factor KSUSY5sSUSY/s tree.
Apart from the MSSM inputs explicitly shown in Table I, the
FIG. 2. KSUSY5sSUSY/s tree factor for the signal ~1! as a func-
tion of tan b for the typical sets of parameters in Table I, at the
Tevatron ~for M H65250 GeV) and the LHC ~for M H6
5500 GeV).
TABLE I. Typical sets of relevant SUSY parameters used in the
computation of the signal cross section ~1! in Fig. 2 ~all entries in
GeV!. Here m and M are the Higgsino and SU~2! gaugino mass
parameters, mg˜ is the gluino mass, m t˜1 and mb˜ 1 are the lightest stop
and sbottom masses, and At , Ab are the top and bottom quark
trilinear SUSY-breaking couplings. The sbottom mixing angle is
fixed at 6p/4. The udru,0.001 constraint is satisfied. Notation as
in Ref. @12#.
m M mg˜ m t˜1 mb˜ 1 At Ab
Set A 21000 200 1000 1000 1000 500 500
Set B 2200 200 1000 500 500 500 500
Set C 200 200 1000 500 500 2500 500
Set D 1000 200 1000 1000 1000 2500 5001-2
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however, we have checked that their concrete values do not
affect the results of the present study. The parameter sets
A–D in Table I represent typical MSSM inputs giving maxi-
mum ~A and D! and moderate ~B and C! corrections, of
positive ~A and B! and negative ~C and D! sign. With this
choice of parameters some degree of splitting appears be-
tween the third generation squarks. But in all cases these
splittings preserve the stringent bounds on the r parameter.
From the values of KSUSY for some of these parameter sets it
is clear that the MSSM effects can be extraordinarily impor-
tant in the large tan b region. Indeed, in the relevant cases
KSUSY can be as big or even larger than the maximal QCD K
factor expected. We remark that in all parameter sets of Table
I we have chosen the situation mAt,0, which is favored by
the data on radiative B-meson decays (b→sg) @19#. But of
the two possibilities, m,0, At.0 and m.0, At,0, the first
one leads to large SUSY K factors above 3 while the second
one produces a relatively moderate decrease of the cross
section.
The leading corrections are easily identified. They come
from the H1 t¯ b ~or H2t b¯ ) vertex and can be described
through an effective Lagrangian approach @13#
L5 gVtb
A2M W
m¯ b tan b
11Dmb
H1 t¯LbR1H.c. ~2!
where m¯ b is the running bottom mass in the modified mini-
mal subtraction scheme (MS). The previous formula allows
one to treat the leading SUSY Yukawa coupling effects cor-
rectly resummed to all orders @13#. The analytic form of the
strong ~SUSY-QCD! and electroweak ~SUSY-EW! correc-
tions Dmb in the MSSM is given in Ref. @13#. Although Dmb
is the only correction that contributes at order (a/4p)tan b
(a5aS ,aW) and thus dominates for large tan b , we have
also included off-shell SUSY-QCD and SUSY-EW correc-
tions to the H6tb vertex and to the fermion propagators. We
have made extensive use of the COMPHEP package for the
algebraic and numerical calculations @20#. Despite the fact
that COMPHEP is only able ~in principle! to deal with tree-
level calculations, with the help of Eq. ~2! we have managed
to add the MSSM corrections to the H6tb vertex and fer-
mion propagators and we have assessed the relevance of the
off-shell contributions. To this end we have evaluated the full
set of one-loop MSSM diagrams for the relevant H1tb ver-
tex. Notice that the SM electroweak radiative corrections
from the gauge sector are much smaller since they are neither
enhanced by Yukawa couplings nor by tan b . The same set of
diagrams was considered in detail in Ref. @12# for the case
where all external particles are on shell. In the present in-
stance, however, at least one of the quarks in that vertex is
off shell. Therefore, we can use the same bunch of diagrams
as in the on-shell case but we have to account for the off-
shell external lines, which is a nontrivial task. We have stud-
ied this issue in detail by expanding the off-shell propaga-
tors. First, we have modified COMPHEP’s Feynman rules to
allow for the most general off-shell H1 t¯b vertex; then we let
COMPHEP reckon the squared matrix elements and dumped03170the result into REDUCE code. The subsequent numerical com-
putation of the one-loop integrals has been done using the
package LOOPTOOLS @21#. At this point, we have inserted
expressions for the coefficients of the off-shell H1 t¯b vertex
that include the one-loop off-shell supersymmetric correc-
tions to the vertex itself and to the off-shell fermion propa-
gators and fermionic external lines. Only half the renormal-
ization of an internal fermion line has to be included, the
other half being associated to the gqq vertex. This procedure
has allowed us to estimate the relative size of the off-shell
effects in the signal cross section, which never exceeds the
few percent level. The upshot is that the approximation of
neglecting vertex and propagator corrections in the cross sec-
tion, which may be called ‘‘improved Born’’ approximation,
is really justified in the relevant region of parameter space.
As for the signal versus background study we have fo-
cused on the t t¯bb¯ signature corresponding to the H1→tb¯
decay channel, which has the biggest branching ratio at high
tan b . Then we have concentrated on the triple-b tagging
case, which gives the best possibility to measure the signal
cross section ~1!. This is a crucial point, especially for the
Tevatron, where the production rate is too small to give any
viable signal in the case of four-b tagging. As regards the
LHC, a triple-b tagging study allows the signal cross-section
to be measured more precisely, even though the signal/
background ratio can be better for the four-b tagging case.
We notice that the background processes in Table II are in-
sensitive to the leading type of MSSM quantum effects that
contribute to Eq. ~1!. To perform a realistic signal and back-
ground event simulation we complied with the following
procedure. The ~tree-level! matrix elements for the signal
and background processes have been calculated using the
COMPHEP package @20#. The next step was the parton-level
event simulation, also with the help of COMPHEP. Then we
automatically linked the parton-level events from COMPHEP
to the PYTHIA 6.1 Monte Carlo generator and the COMPHEP-
PYTHIA interface @22#. Therefore we took into account the
effects of the final-state radiation, hadronization, and string-
jet fragmentation using PYTHIA tools. The following resolu-
tions were used for the jet and electron energy smearing:
DEhad/E50.8/AE and DEele/E50.2/AE . In our analysis we
TABLE II. ~a! The main background processes to the signal ~1!
at the Tevatron ~2nd column! and the LHC ~3rd column! under the
cuts explained in the text. The various contributions are shown to-
gether with that of the subtraction term @10#; ~b! background from
pp→t t¯qg when the light quark or gluon are misidentified as a b jet.
~a! s(qq→t t¯bb¯ ) 6.62 fb 0.266 pb
s(gg→t t¯bb¯ ) 0.676 fb 6.00 pb
s(gb→t t¯b) 1.22 fb 4.33 pb
Subtr. term 0.72 fb 2.1 pb
~b! s(qq¯→g t¯ t¯) 1890 fb 21 pb
s(gq→qt t¯) 193 fb 122 pb
s(gg→g t¯ t¯) 262 fb 371 pb1-3
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size DR5ADw21Dh250.7. The choice of this jet-cone
value is related to the crucial role of the final-state radiation
~FSR!, which strongly smears the shape of the reconstructed
charged Higgs boson mass. We have checked that the value
of 0.7 minimizes the FSR effects. Now, in order to decide
whether a charged Higgs cross-section leads to a detectable
signal, we have to compute the background rate. Since the
mistagging probability of light quark and gluon jets is ex-
pected to be &1% @23#, the only significant backgrounds
leading to the same t t¯bb¯ signature are those shown in Table
II along with their respective cross sections. For the t t¯bb¯
and t t¯qg processes we have applied the jet separation cut
DR
j j.0.5(DR5ADu21Df2) and the initial cut pTj
.10 GeV (pTj .20 GeV) at the Tevatron ~LHC!. For the
t t¯ j process the initial cut pTj .10 GeV (pTj .20 GeV) was
applied at the Tevatron ~LHC!. To obtain a realistic descrip-
tion of the b-tagging efficiency as a function of b-quark
transverse momenta, for the Tevatron we use the projected
b-tagging efficiency of the upgraded DO detector @9# while
for the LHC we parametrize numerical results from the CMS
Collaboration @23#. Efficiencies for both parametrizations are
about 60% at the pT
b saturation value of ;100 GeV. We
assume that b jets can be tagged only for pseudorapidity
uhbu<2 by both Tevatron and LHC experiments. Further-
more, we have optimized the reconstruction procedure, the
pT cut on the leading b jet (pTb.@M H1/5–15#GeV) and win-
dow cut on the tb-invariant mass around the selected values
of M H1 (umtb2M H1u,5AM H1) to achieve the maximal
significance of the cross-section signal sS ~1! versus the
background sS /AB . The typical efficiency at the Tevatron is
5 –6 % while for LHC it goes down to 1 –2 %. These values
include the triple b-tagging branchings of W-bosons decays
~leptonic and hadronic decay modes! and the efficiency of
the kinematical cuts and reconstruction of the t t¯bb¯ signa-
ture. As an example, Fig. 3 shows the reconstructed tb
invariant-mass distribution for signal and background events
at the LHC.
In Figs. 4 and 5 we present the discovery and exclusion
limits for H6 at the Tevatron and the LHC, respectively, at
high tan b: They show the signal cross-section sS and the
cross sections which would lead to the 5s , 3s , and 1.98s
~95% C.L.! significance. From the intersections of the last
three with sS we infer the H6-mass ranges which can be
discovered or excluded. The tree-level case is also shown,
and it is seen to be too small at the Tevatron to place any
limit. But when one includes the MSSM quantum effects,
say the moderate input set B from Table I, the situation
changes. For example, for M H65215 GeV at the Tevatron
one would expect ~with K51) seven signal and about six
background reconstructed events at L525 fb21. At the LHC
with M H65500 GeV we have 1200 and 3800 signal and
background events, respectively, at L5100 fb21. A canoni-
cal 5 s discovery limit around 800 GeV can be obtained at
the LHC for the MSSM charged Higgs, or else an exclusion
limit at 95% C.L. up to at least 1.2 TeV. For the Tevatron
we can only place a 95% C.L. exclusion limit in the mass03170range 200–250 GeV. However, if the QCD K factor lies
around the previous estimate, say at K51.5, this would open
the exciting opportunity to observe the charged Higgs al-
ready at the Tevatron with a 3s significance in the mass
range 220–250 GeV. We stress that this chance would not
be possible with the QCD corrections K;1.5 alone, but only
after folding them with MSSM quantum effects of ~at least!
the same order. Finally, we notice that b-tagging efficiency
could be increased up to ;70% with the use of the 3D
vertexing algorithms @5#. For triple b tagging, this would
FIG. 3. Reconstructed tb invariant-mass distribution for signal,
background and signal plus background events, for M H6
5500 GeV, at the LHC.
FIG. 4. Discovery and exclusion limits for the charged Higgs
boson at the Tevatron, for tan b550. Shown are the total cross
sections for ~i! the signal ~1! at the tree-level, ~ii! the SUSY cor-
rected signal for the input set B in Table I including QCD factors
K51 and K51.5, ~iii! the 3 s discovery limit, ~iv! the 95% C.L.
exclusion limit.1-4
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covery and the 95% exclusion limits would be extended ac-
cordingly. Needless to say, in case of maximal SUSY en-
hancement ~cf. set A! the exclusion/observation mass range
for the charged Higgs boson would be further enlarged.
In summary, we have assessed the possibility of seeing a
SUSY charged Higgs boson at the Tevatron and the LHC
FIG. 5. As in Fig. 4 but for the LHC. The 5 s discovery limits
are shown for the two integrated luminosities L5*Ldt530 fb21
and 100 fb21, and the 95% C.L. exclusion limit is for L
5100 fb21.03170through the mechanisms ~1!. Our study of the quantum cor-
rections within the MSSM has shown that at high tan b they
are dominated by exceptionally important effects that can be
absorbed into an effective H6tb vertex, and therefore in
practice they can be treated as an ‘‘improved Born approxi-
mation.’’ From a detailed signal versus background study we
have shown that the prospects for the signal discovery are
viable for the Tevatron ~if M H6&250 GeV) and promising
for the LHC ~if M H6&1.5 TeV). In deriving these limits we
have demonstrated that the quantum machinery from the
MSSM can play a crucial role to increase the signal. In large
portions of the parameter space the MSSM corrections could
show up as a smoking gun over the tree-level cross section
~after subtracting the conventional QCD effects, once they
will be known!. Since both the processes ~1! and the SUSY
effects are only relevant at high tan b , the sole presence of
the signal could be a hallmark of tan b@1 and of the under-
lying MSSM dynamics.
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